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Digital Transformation O�ers Wi-Fi Anytime, Anywhere
�e Japanese �rm working to connect travel abroad with high-speed web communications and its revolu-
tionary wireless Internet rental router system.

in Japan, including Narita and Haneda, and train stations in Tokyo, with 
plans to launch overseas this year. �e �rm is racing into the future. �e 
next stage of the system’s evolution involves a fully automated, contactless 
service for sales and rental, while the business also hopes to expand its digi-
tal service and travel service platform while furthering the product’s global 
appeal.  Taiwan is a priority target market, as are other nations across Asia, 
followed by Europe and the USA. “Within the next years, we will be trying 
to set up this system in airports around the world so we can enrich the lives 
of as many travelers as possible,” said Tamura.“For us, working with many 
reliable partners around the world will be the key to success in the future, 
and we look forward to connecting with them,” he said.

When virtually all communications 
and business went online during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the world 
became more digitally dependent 
than ever before. Now, with business 
traveler numbers rising post-lock-
down, mobile web connectivity has 
become a crucial part of any business 
comms strategy – old fashioned 
service-lagging and dropped calls 
are no longer acceptable. Telecom 
Square, a Japanese telecommuni-

cations company, pioneered the �rst cell phone rental stores in airports in 
Japan. �e �rm has been working to cater to  the next level of this strategy  
with its WiFiBOX portable WiFi router system o�ering top quality 
web access while traveling. In 2019, more than one million customers 
around the world used Telecom Square’s WiFi Rental Service during and 
post-pandemic, and those �gures expected to rise. “�ese days, Internet 
access is as essential to life as water and electricity, and this is especially 
true for those who are traveling,” said Masayasu Tamura. “It is no longer 
possible to imagine traveling without a smartphone.” Launched in April 
2022, WiFiBOX has already been installed at major international airports 
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